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Risk Management – Family Violence 
 
For the past 2 years Protective Services has worked closely and collaboratively with 

a number of Agencies to develop strategies to reduce the risk of violence posed to 

family violence victims by their partners. 

To this end we developed a clear strategy and lines of communication to address 

the issues. In a nutshell a risk assessment is conducted on the victim, the 

perpetrator and the property and strategies were put into place to wrap the victim in 

a safety net.  

CCTV and our 3G Safety Watch personal duress alarm are just two of our 

strategies.  3G Safety Watch is a 24/7 monitored alarm that can be worn discreetly 

by the victim and when in danger the red alert can be activated. This will 

automatically GPS the unit and opens a line of communication to the 24 hour 

monitoring centre. The monitoring centre is able to hear what is happening and can 

record the information for up to 2 hours that can be used later as evidence in either 

the Family Court or lower level courts in relation to IVO breaches. 

3G Safety Watch also acts as a Lone workers device and therefore has many other 

features including a man down and geo fencing.  It has a perfect application as a 

personal duress and verified alarm. 

Improving Safety in the Home Project 

The Improving Safety in the Home response is an early intervention initiative to 

enhance the SAFETY of women who have separated from their abusive partners 

yet are still at risk of further abuse. The primary aim is to support women and their 

children to stay in their own homes when safe and appropriate.  

 

 

 

Protective Services Key Components: 
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From the Salvation Army: 
Women who are utilising Protective Services in line with their safety plan were 

recently asked to comment on their feelings of safety before and since their access 

to STC: 

How did you feel before STC? 

Women reported there had been numerous breaches of the Intervention Order, 

some women reported stalking behaviours. Women’s comments included ‘scared, 

couldn’t hide anywhere, stayed inside the house all the time, too afraid for the 

children to go to school, too afraid to go to work – I wanted to run away all the time, 

I had that fear’. 

How STC improved the situation: 
Women generally reported that their personal confidence had increased, they were 

feeling safer in participating in day to day activities, reclaimed a sense of normality 

and gained in personal confidence ‘able to piece my life back together – ‘I just have 

to press that button and someone will hear my distress – I am not alone’.  All stated 

that they felt the device and associated response protected them.  All women with 

children stated that the children felt safer with the STC. 

Women stated that ‘as English is not my first language I feel good I don’t have to 

always repeat my story’.   

A general consensus was that the system enabled woman and women with children 

to remain safely in their own homes... One woman stated ‘without this I would have 

had to go to refuge, I did not want this, my daughter is studying Year 12 she did not 

need this’. 

Case Managers noted that women with the STC system appeared to physically hold 

onto the device when it was first provided they then normalised the device into their 

lives. 

 

And again  
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In Northern Metropolitan Melbourne in 2012 – 2013, there were 9,861 reported 

incidents of family violence, with an average of 190 incidents reported to Victoria 

Police each week. 

The Crossroads Family Violence Service provides a diverse suite of services which 

aim to facilitate reduction strategies along a continuum: from universal approaches 

that seek to prevent violence before it occurs, to integrated crisis and recovery 

responses that seek to minimise the impacts of violence that has already occurred. 

The Crossroads Family Violence Service, Safe at Home program is funded 

through NPAH funding as part of Victoria’s Integrated Family Violence reform 

agenda and is designed to strengthen local capacity to respond to the immediate 

and longer term safety and wellbeing needs of women and women with children 

experiencing family violence. 

The funding provides flexible and timely response to women and children 

experiencing family violence, not only keeping them safe, but often preventing them 

from becoming homeless.  An outline of the interventions provided by our service is 

attached. 

The service actively works with women and children to remain safely in their homes 

following family violence.  The funding model has enabled access to a flexible 

funding pool, to address safety and risk issues in a timely manner.  It has allowed 

for responses to be adapted according to individual circumstances. 

S@H brokerage, when used immediately has diverted crisis and potential 

homelessness, significantly reducing the cost of ongoing demand on the system.  

The brokerage also enables an immediate intervention enabling a range of 

interventions that make a huge difference in women’s lives increasing their ability to 

maintain their own homes and live safely. 

When the risk related to family violence is high and the woman remains in her home 

MAFVS develop thorough risk mitigation and management plans.  This planning 

would occur in partnership with the woman, police, relevant services and STC.    

 

GPS trackers, CCTV cameras help protect women from 
domestic violence 
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Our other Training and Specialist Operatives 
Identities to remain confidential   

Profile 1 
 

 Ex Police 
Highly successful record of leadership and achievement with proven 
expertise and experience in all facets of global and national security 
operations, police and corrections capacity development, anti 
terrorism,program design and management, and policing in high risk 
environments such as Iraq, Pakistan, Moscow, Nigeria, Eastern Europe, 
South America, India, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Indonesia. 
Having built a wealth of skills working in very high profile roles for prominent 
global and national aviation companies in the Middle East and Australia, in 
policing and corrections across the pacific and on many major international 
criminal investigations and technical security projects. A very keen analytical 
mind combined with proven highly successful people skills, team building, 
relationship management, innovation and excellence.  
 
Profile 2 
Special Operations Australian Army 
Working in a high risk search team to counter insurgence operations in 
Afghanistan. Conducting Demolition Tasks. Provide mobility and counter 
mobility capabilities to the Australian Army and its allies. Enhancing the 
ability of friendly forces to move while denying movement to enemy forces. 
Working side by side with Australian Special Forces and the American DEA 
within the teams. Conducted tasks including Penetrating minefields, Route 
Search, Building Search, Vehicle search and Open area Search. Assist in the 
conduct of engineer search tasks. Detecting and identifying Improvised 
Explosive Devices whilst on operations. Operate and maintain hand and 
power tools. Biometrics, Conduct Specialist Combat First Aid while on 
operations. Advanced Roping and Confined spaces work.  

 

Profile 3 

Vic Police Special Operations Group      1999-
present 
Undertook a number of varied roles at the SOG specalising in dynamic and 
explosive breaching. Was responsible for researching and implementing 
Victoria Polices Counter Assault Team Tactics which have now been 
adopted and utilised for visiting dignitaries including US head of state Hillary 
Clinton in 2010, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth’s visit in 2011 and worked 
closely with the US Secret Service for the 2014 visit of Barack Obama, whilst 
the SOG was deployed in Brisbane for the G20 conference. Also been 
responsible for researching and training SOG members in relation to covert 
surveillance and arrest procedures. 
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